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Dear Sir,i apologise for missing the
deadline 3 due to Internet problems
again and i had to get feedback during
this week and after our parish meeting
in Hensall-there was a number of points
raised which if i may would share with
you.
The demolition of the coal fired
station-the latest from the applicant
was that if any part would be reused
then it would effect how much would be
removed ,early this year i attended
update meetings along with other PC
cllrs.from Eggborough and the applicant
announced that the demolition will
start 18 months 1st stage to remove
oils ,asbestos and residual coal and 3
further years for demolition - we all
took that in good faith so now it has
changed.
There is no maps to put into lay mans
terms of the emissions spread,audible
range,disbursement/spread of steam
plumes it is very difficult to explain
and interpret the data to residents.
It has not been made clear if there is
a limit when emissions are too high if
the new plant would shut down or take
emergency action to reduce them, the
prospect of constant injection of
ammonia is a worry.
There is scant information as to how
much pollution[diesel fumes,dust,heavy
plant noise and the like] will be
generated during construction
activities.
This week on two occasions hensall
village suffered water pressure drops
for long periods due to as i understand
the power station taking on water
resulting in ,do i presume this will be
a regular occurrence we had no
warnings.
When the installation of the gas and
modifications of the water pipes starts
will the applicant reassure residents
that when going under the river[some
areas are pile driven ]there will be
protection against any sink holes
appearing and collapse thereby causing
flooding ,it is extremely contentious
at this time as we have had several
incidents of sink holes appearing in
the flood banks and elsewhere
exacerbated by UK coal mining under the
whole village dropping the strata by 2
meters.

There is still much concern what will
happen to gale common and also what
will be built in place of the coal
fired plant .
Kind Regards Bob Tams PC cllr.
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